
STEP 1

Fig. 1-1 Fig. 1-2

-The Rapid Roll Curtain is shipped fully assembled for easy installation. The fabric is already wrapped around the roller tube
with the weight tube at the bottom. Note that the fabric width is approximately 2-1/2" less than the total width (outside to
outside of the mounting brackets).
-Determine the desired location for the curtain. Hold the curtain in place and mark the location through the holes in the
mounting brackets as shown in Fig. 1-1. Be sure to keep the curtain level when marking.
-Undo the countersunk hex screw in the mounting brackets with a 4mm hex key and remove the sliding brackets and curtain.
-Mount the mounting brackets at the marked locations using (4) 1-1/4" phillips head lag screws, (2) per bracket (see Fig. 1-2).
-Replace the sliding brackets and curtain with the spooler end cap on either side. Be sure the curtain unrolls toward the front.
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STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

-Unroll the curtain to the desired length. Grab the pull string directly beneath the mounting bracket and tie a knot in the string.
Lower the plastic string end over the knot. This will provide a stop for the curtain to unroll at the set length.
-Finally, mount the cleat at the desired location using (2) 1-1/4" phillips head lag screws (see Fig. 2-1). We recommend
placing the cleat approximately two-thirds of the way down from the top of the curtain.

-To mount the guide cables, leave the curtain unrolled at the set length. Mount the bottom brackets slightly below the
weight tube and in line with the mounting brackets using (2) 1-1/4" phillips head lag screws, (1) per bracket (see Fig. 3-1)
-Feed the guide cable through the bottom rear hole in the mounting bracket. Pull the cable all the way through until the stop
at the end hits the mounting bracket. Feed the cable through the guide bracket and through the hole in the bottom bracket.
-Keep the guide cable straight and tighten the set screw in the bottom bracket using a 3mm hex key. Cut off excess cable.

-The curtain may be positioned with the spooler on either the left or right side, and the curtain may roll either under or over
the roller tube. Arrange the curtain as desired, then check the direction of the pull string. The pull string must roll the
opposite direction of the curtain as shown in Fig. 4-1. If necessary, uwind the pull string and roll the correct direction.
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